
Christmas Tree Cookies 
INGREDIENTS: 

 250g / 2 sticks plus 2 tablespoon unsalted butter  

 250g / 1 cup plus one heaped tablespoon caster or golden caster sugar 

 2 large free range eggs 

 500g / 4 cups sifted plain flour  

 1 tbsp vanilla bean paste 

 Tree green gel food colouring, such as Sugarflair Christmas Green or Holly Green 

 50g white chocolate / just under a third of a cup  

 Sprinkles 

METHOD: 

1. First, make the biscuit dough. 

2. Combine your butter, which needs to be incredibly soft, with the sugar in a large bowl. 

3. Beat in the two eggs along with the vanilla bean paste, and then sift in the flour and mix with a large spatula 

– the dough will be quite stiff, but keep going until it’s all incorporated. \divide the dough into two equal 

portions, and then pop half onto some Clingfilm and wrap it up tightly and put it into the fridge  

4. Next, add about a third of a teaspoon of gel food colouring to the remaining dough, and knead until it’s 

completely incorporated. It will go streaky at first, but carry on and add more gel if necessary if the dough 

isn’t green enough.  

5. If it’s sticky, dust it with a little extra flour.  

6. Once it’s a nice Christmas green, pop it onto some Clingfilm too and then wrap it up and let it rest in the 

fridge for 20 minutes.  

7. Next, prepare three large cookie sheets with non-stick baking mat or parchment paper, and preheat your 

oven to 160°C 

8. Roll out your two doughs on a liberally floured work surface.  

9. Use a large circular cutter to cut our circles that will easily accommodate the size of the Christmas tree cutter 

you’re using, and transfer these to your cookie sheets.  

10. Next, cut out a Christmas tree shape in the centre of each circle. Perform the same step with the green 

dough, and use a palette knife or spatula to pick up and transfer the green trees into the vanilla dough and 

vice versa.  

11. Bake for 10-14 minutes, and keep a close eye on them and remove from the oven or swap to lower shelf if 

they’re starting to get browned (generally if they are starting to get browned, they will be done) 

12. Let cool completely on a cooling rack 

13. If your life to decorate with sprinkles, melt your white chocolate in the microwave (I use a mug for such a 

small amount, and microwave on 15 second intervals and stir well). Use a teaspoon to drizzle white 

chocolate over the biscuits, or to smear onto the outside of the cookies, and then add on sprinkles.  


